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time that a covert government effort to discredit private
citizens has been identified. FBI officials in Washington and

San Francisco, s deigning the photos forgeries, said the
bureau has never previously released information on such

cases. One reason the bureau might want to keep such
operations secret might be that it fears that if the public
knew it had placed fakes of its own on the web, it would

consider such activity as too easily reversible. . But setting
the record straight also might help deter future efforts to
discredit private individuals.. "If this is as good as it looks,

then it really adds to the publics'thought that what the
government is doing is counterproductive" and it also.

could change the government's traditional role of being the
font of truth, said Michael German, a senior policy director
with the American Civil Liberties Union. The case started in

March when two women in their twenties, sending each
other photos of themselves fully nude in an apparent,
sexting relationship. The women, who had met in San

Francisco, were not identified in public records because of
their ages. One e-mail in the case included a photograph of
a woman with what appeared to be the breast of another
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woman on top of her head. The e-mail was forwarded to an
undercover FBI agent who then brought it to the attention
of the bureau's New York office. . with the help of the San
Francisco office's forensics lab, . commissioned a private

"fake" to be made of the photograph. The fake was used to
create a forged image of the original sent from "one girl to

the other girl. . and the pictures were sent to FBI agents
posing as the. girl's parents. . the FBI agents posing as the
parent claimed the photographs were sexual in nature and
suggested that the girl was "submitting herself" and that

the images were being traded "under the table
c6a93da74d
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